HOOPTIE RIDE  
BLACKSBURG, VA

INTERN – APP DEVELOPER

We are interested in hiring an intern to help our company develop an app. We would like to have an app similar to Uber. We are looking to develop both Andriod & IOS platforms. I assume we would be looking at around a semester of work. We would also need to consider the ongoing maintenance aspect of the system.

Customer App:
Customer can order ride.
Customer can see dispatched driver.
Customer can see when driver has arrived.
Customer can pay for fare.

Dispatch/Driver App:
Can see available runs.
Can dispatch runs to drivers.
Drivers can see runs dispatched to them and/or select their own runs and process them accordingly. (Accept/decline, notify customer you have arrived, make as picked up, provide price to customer, make as completed)

I am not sure if this is enough information to give you an idea of what I am looking for? What do we need to do to proceed? Thanks.

If interested, please contact:

Ken Jones  
dba Hooptie Ride  
Kiger Transportation Inc.  
cell 540-998-5093  
540-449-DRIV(3748)  
fax 540-552-2626  
www.blacksburghooptieride.com